Theme properties for liberty.pat

Theme name: liberty.pat

Classification Options:
- Single Symbol
- Unique Values (map by type)
- Class Breaks (map by amount)
- Labels

The value map classification draws features by applying a symbol to each unique value of the specified field. First, select a field. Arbitrary symbols will be set. Click on the symbol in the legend to modify it.

Discrete values and symbols:

Field: SYMBOL

- LIBERTY.PAT
  - 0
  - 3
  - 11
  - 12
  - 18

Remove Outline?
**Identify Results**

**Location:**
1 feature found

**Feature:**

- **COBRA_OUT**

**Attributes:**

- **AREA** = 0.00453
- **COBRA** = COBRA_OUT
- **COMMUNITY** = 0438
- FeatureId = 481
- **FIPS** = 48291
- **FIRM_PANEL** = 4804380175B
- **FLOODWAY** = FW
- **LIBERTY_ID** = 480
- **PANEL_TYP** = CBPP
- **PERIMETER** = 0.31478
- **QUAD** = 30094-B7
- **SFHA** = IN
- **SYMBOL** = 18
- **ZONE** = A

**Theme:** liberty.pat

**Shape Type:** Polygon